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ABSTRACT 

We compare the congestion in multi-stage switch
ing networks (with random path selection) by 
examining the corresponding channel graphs. . 
Takagi has shown that in a suitably· chosen group 
one can identify an "optimUin" graph, which has 
tDe lowest congestion. His proofs make use of 
Holder's inequality and depend on the assump
tion that two or more link groups in the graphs 
have binomial occupancy distributions. 

We present an extension of Takagi's results by 
verifying their validity without making any 
assumptions regarding occupancy distributions. 

1. LINK GRAPHS (CHANNEL GRAPHS) 

In this paper we compare the congestion prop
erties of mUlti-stage switching networks by 
examining their link graphs. A link graph is 
a diagram showing all links that are tested 
when a particular path in the network is to be 
established. We summarize some principal no
tions about link graphs with the aid of the 
example shown in Figure 1. 

When the connection under consideration is a 
point-to-point connection in the network, all 
nodes in the graph represent switches in the 
network and all branches in the graph repre
sent links in the network that interconnect 
switches in adjacent stages. We arbitarily 
consider the left-hand side of the graph as 
the inlet side of the network. Switch stages 
are numbered consecutively, starting at the 
inlet side: X , X etc. The various link 
groups are likewi~e numbered from left to 
right: Ll , L2 etc. The links of Ll inter
connect switches of stages Xl and X2 etc . . In 
a graph with s node stages there are (s-l) 
link groups. The sizes of the various link 
groups will be denoted by ml , m2, ... ms -l· 

When point-to-route connections are considered 
in which the selection from inlet point to 
outgoing route is done in one combined opera
tion, the final node Xs is the graph repre
sents the distant exchange and the final link 
group Ls-l represents the trunk group leading 
to that exchange. 

We need a convenient way to describe the struc
ture of link graphs and will basically use the 
method proposed by Takagi [1], [2] which is 
summarized below. 

Note from Figure 1 that various types of node 
stages can be distinguished in a graph. The 
nodes at stage Xs appear with only one inlet 
and one outlet per node. We call such nodes 
P-nodes (pass-through nodes). The nodes at 
stages Xl' X2 and X3 appear with one inlet 
but with several outlets and will be called 
D-nodes (diverging nodes). Note that when 
the graph is perused from left to right (in
let to outlet) the paths diverge at D-type 
nodes. The nodes that appear with several 
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inlets but only one outlet (X4 , X6) are call
ed C-nodes (converging nodes) since paths that 
diverged at earlier stages converge again at 
these stages. Finally, one may encounter com
bines CD nodes in a graph (not shown in Figure 
1). These combined nodes appear with both mul
tiple inlets and mUltiple outlets. 

F 'Gc. :i. 

One can classify tne structure of a graph by 
indicating the type of nodes at the various 
stages. For the example of Figure 1 we have: 
D-D-D-C-P-C. However, this does not completely 
define the structure of the graph. We can sup
ply the additional information necessary for a 
complete definition by indicating the pair re
lations betw~en C- and D- stages. Consider a 
D-stage and determine the lowest numbered C
stage at which paths diverg~ng at the D-stage 
converge again. We say that these stages form 
a pair. In the example of Figure 1 we have the 
following pairs: }"1. -X6 ,X2-X4 and X3-X6 . Note 
incidently that X6 is here a dual C-stage: it 
acts as the converging point for paths diverg
ing at Xl and for paths diverging at X3 . The 
number of disjoint paths between the pair of 
node stages i and j will be called the multi
plicity of the pair and will be denoted by a 
number fi '. In ·Figure 1 we have: f 16=8, 
f24=2, f3~=4. The structure of a link graph 
is completely determined by the number of node 
stages s and the set of multiplicity numbers 
fij· 

2. CONGESTION 

In this paper the "congestion" in a multi-stage 
network always means the result of a congestion 
calculation using the basic method of Jacobaeus 
[3] which can be summarized as follows: 

b 

The link graph for a particular type of 
connection (eg. point-to-point) in a switch
ing network is considered. 

Apriori assumptions are made regarding the 
occupancy distributions p(i), i=O,l, ... m 
on the individual link groups L in the graph: 

p(i)d~f Pr(i links busy in the group). 
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(sometimes we will find it more convenient 
to use the complementary distributions 
q(i), i=O, l, •. ,m where q(i)=p(m-i». 

The assumption is made that the occupancies 
in the various link groups in a graph are 
mutually independent. Alternatively, one 
may make the assumption that the effects of 
inter-dependencies can be properly taken into 
account by making suitable modifications to 
the apriori occupancy distributions. 

In each link group, all (T) elementary statesj 
with i busy links are assumed to be equally 
likely (assumption of random path selection). 

In principle we can write: 

~ [PI (i~ •. Ps-l (is_l)·B(il,i2,·,is_li] 
s-l 

(I) 

where B(i ,i •.. i ) denotes the conditional 
probability 6f coRg~stion given respectively 
i l , i~ ... busy links in groups Ll , L2." In 
tne l~terature, expressions for B are often 
written in other but equivalent forms. However, 
expression (1) neatly indicates that B depends 
on two very different items. On one hand, the 
occupancies of the various link groups are of 
importance; on the other hand we have the con
ditional probabilities B(il, .•• is-l} which de
pend on- and therefore represent- the structure 
of a particular link graph. Because of assump
tion d the expressions for B(il •.. i s _1 } are 
combinational expressions involving tfie quanti-
ties ml' m2'" and i l , i 2 •·· 

In what follows we will compare the congestion 
B in two graphs (a and b) for which: 

sa=sb=s (2) 

mua=mub; u=l, 2, ... (s-l) • 

In other words, both graphs have the same 
number of stages and the same number of links 
in the link groups at corresponding stages. 
Moreover, we make the comparison under equal 
(but otherwise arbitrary) traffic conditions -
in corresponding link groups: 

pua(i)=Pub(i) , 

i=O,l,···ffiu, 

u=1,2, •.. (s-l). 

Suppose now that we have for a and b: 

Ba(il,··is_l}-Bb(il,···is-l}20 

for all (il, •.• i s - l )' 

we then have from (1): 

for all traffic conditions 

(3) 

(4) 

(S) 

and we can say that graph b is superior to 
graph a. It turns out that in a suitably ,de
fined group of q graphs it is always possible, 
by making (q':"l) comparisons, to identify the 
superior structure in the group. 

Comparisons of this nature have been made by 
LeGall [4] and more recently by Takagi [1], 
[2]. Especially Takagi's results are of great 
interest since they lead to a very simple set 
of rules to construct optimum link graphs. 
However, both authors make certain restrictive 
assumptions regarding the occupancy distribu
tions pu(i) in some of the link groups in the 
graphs wh~n provin9 inequalities in congestion. 
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For example, Takagi assumes binomial distribu
tions for at least two- and sometimes more
link groups. In this paper we do not make any 
such assumptions and prove superiority by prov
ing inequalities of the form shown in (4). 

Finally, we remark that instead of (1) we can 
write equally well: 

B=,2,' .,, ---, [ tt.4.(~ , ... l\.s-i. Us-I} .B'fi l ,i2t .,is_l } 
,;~ Ls-i (0) 

provided tbat we now define Bl(il .•• ) as the 
conditional probability for congestion given 
il'i2 •••. idle links in link groups Ll'L2 ••.. 
Also mixed expressions can be used, for ex
ample: 

B= ~ ~ PI (i l ) .q2 (i 2 ) .B" (i l ,i2 ) (7) 

Lt '.a 
with B" (i l ,i 2 ) defined as the conditional con-
gestion given i l busy links in Ll and i2 idle 
links in L2' We will use either (I) or one of 
its alternatives, whichever best suits the 
problem at hand. 

3. A COLLECTION OF LINK GRAPHS 

For our purposes it is convenient to categorize 
link graphs according to the number s of node 
stages and the number p of pairs. In what 
follows we limit the discussion to structures 
with at most p=4 pairs. There are two reasons 
for this. In the first place, structures 
with more than 4 pairs are encountered very 
seldom in practice. In the second place, the 
limitation produces a manageable number of 
graphs to be compared. 

We start by considering graphs that have 
simple D-type and simple P-type nodes only • 
We then have: 

s=2p (B) 

and the number N(p} of possible graphs with p 
pairs is: 

N(p}=(2p-l) • (2p-3) .•... 3.1 

£ 
1 

2 

3 

4 

~ 
1 

3 

15 

105 

(9) 

However, it is not necessary to consider all 
N(p) structures in each group. In the first 
place N(p} generally contains several pairs of 
graphs that are mirror-images of each other 
with respect to a vertical line drawn to the 
left or the right of the structure. This merely 
interchanges inlet~ and outlet side of the graph 
but leaves the congestion characteristics un
changed. For example, the graph of Figure 2 
(with pairs f 14 , f 16 , f3S) is the mirror image 
of Figure 1 (w~th pairs f 16 ,f24,f36)' 

F I Et. ~ 
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In the second place, some of the N(p~ gr~phs 
can be decomposed into a series comb~nat~on of 
simpler graphs i.e. graphs with,smaller ~alues 

• For example, the graph of F~gure 3 w~th, 
~=3 pairs can be decomp~sed into ~ gra~h w~:h 
p =1 pair and a graph w~th P2=2 pa~rs, ~~ter 
c5nnected by a single link. The congest~on for 
this graph can be written as: 

B=l- (r-~l) . (l-y) . (1-B2) 

where Band B2 denote the congestions the two 
partiallgraphs and y denotes the load on ~he 
single interconnecting link. When co~par~ng 
two graphs a and b of this form, we s~mply de
termine (Blb-B ) and (B2a-B2b) se~arately. 
When both quan!~ties are non-negat~ve, graph b 
is superior to graph a. 

Eliminating mirror-images and decomposable 
structures from N(p), we find C(p~, the number 
of graphs with p pairs to be cons~dered: 

C(l) 1 

C(2) 2 

C(3) 8 

C(4) 47 

Since we want to compare two graphs with equally 
sized link groups at all corresponding stages, 
some of the four above groups have to be sub-
divided. When we limit our attention to the 
case that all multiple numbers have one fixed 
value: fi,=m, the following groups emerge 
(G=designation of group; N(G)=number of graphs 
in group; mu=size of Lu ): 

G N(G) ...E. ml m2 ~ m4 m5 m6 ~ 
Gl 1 1 m 

G2 2 2 m m2 m 

G3l 3 3 m m2 m m2 m 

G32 5 3 m m2 m3 m2 m 

G4l 6 4 m m2 m m2 m m2 m 

G42 12 4 m m2 m m2 m3 m2 m 

G43 12 4 m m2 m3 m2 m3 m2 m 

G44 17 4 m m2 m3 m4 m3 m2 m 

Note for example that the 47 graphs with p=4 
pairs are grouped into 4 groups with respec
tively 6, 12, 12 and 17 members. 

'Finally, we remark that we do not actually limit 
our comparisons by restricting the catalog to 
graphs with simple 0- and C- type nodes only. 

In the first place, assume that two graphs to 
be compared have a P-type node at stage Xu. 
Both graphs then show ~, paths between stages 
Xu-l and Xu+li each ~atfi consi~tin~ of two links 
in series. Let Pu-l(~) and pu(1), ~=O,l ••• mu 
denote the occupancy distributions in the link 
groups Lu-l and ~l' The assumption of random 
selection then alIows us to replace these 2 
groups by a sirtgle group in both graphs. If 
this new group has an occupancy distribution: 
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I i i 
p (i)=}: L, .. --=........,:.:...~4c---

v=0 w=~-v--, 

then the new graphs, which no longer have the 
P-type node stage, are equivalent to the 
respective old graphs as far as congestion is 
concerned and the comparison can be based on 
the new graphs. 

~ palrs 

FIG-- • :J 

Secondly, when two graphs to be considered have 
a double O-type node at stage Xu ' we insert an 
additional node stage Xn, adjacent to Xu ' in 
both graphs. We connect Xu and Xn by a link 
group LI (see Figure 4). Both new graphs now 
containusimple D-type nodes at Xu and xn. We 
then compare both new graphs for the case that 
all links in LI are i~le. This is merely a 
special case o~ comparison between graphs. 

The same procedure can be used to eliminate 
multiple C-type and combined CD-type nodes from 
structures to be compared. With the above pro-

cedures the comparisons of general graphs with 
maximally p=4 pairs can therefore' always be 
reduced to c9mparisons between members in one 
of the groups G2-G44. 

Since the seven groups G2·-G44 contain 57 struc
tures, it is necesSary to make 50 comparisons 
in order to find the optimum structure in each 
group . 
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4. GENERAL METHOD 

Combinational inequalities (4) can in principle 
be proved by induction. However, these proofs 
become very curnberson for most cases. There
fore we proceed as follows: 

Suppose we have to prove B (i ,i ,i )
Bb (i1 ,i2 ,i3 )? O. We initiRl19 a~su~e binomial 
traffic with parameter y in one of the link 
groups, say L3. Let BB (il,i2) denote the 
conditional congestionsa!R that case. Moreover 
let H(x) denote the orobability that x 5elected 
l(",b o{ I.-~ al'"ct bu.~y (-404'" A"'~l~~.l"'" disJ.nl.o ",,+;01\$) and 
let H(xli3) denote the same probability con
ditional on i3 busy links in L3. We then have: 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

with cx~ o. 

Note that when one of the three above prob
abilities in known, and therefore all Cx are 
known, the other two probabilities are de
termined easily by the substitutions: 

y~H3 (xl i3) , (13) 

yX_ H3 (x) , etc 

In the same way, we have for differences in 
congestion between two graphs a and b: 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

again, when for example FB(il,i2) is known, 
the F(i1 ,i2 ) and F(i l ,i 2 ,i3 ) can be determined 
using tne substitutions (13). 

Suppose now that FB(i l ,i2 ) has the form: 

FB(i l ,i2 )=(1-y)2 • ~ dx·YX 
X 

(17) 

Then obviously FB(il,i2)~ O. However, using 
(13) in (~ we also have: 

F(il,i2,i3).~ dx • [H3 (x li3)-2H3 (x+1f i)-H3 (x+21 q1 (18) 

Moreover, because of random selection: 

(19) 

Therefore: 

H2(xli3)-2H3(x+lti3)+H2(X+2)i3)= 

(m
3
-i

3
) • (m

3
-i

3
-1) 

(m
3
-x) • (m

3
-x-l) . H3 (i3\ x)~O (20) 

Hence with (19) and (20) in (18): 

F(il,i2,i3)=Ba(il'i2,i3)-Bb(il,i2,i3)~ 0 (21) 
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In other words, if we can prove (17) when one 
of the link groups in the graphs carries bino
~ial traffic, we have also proved the superior-
1ty of graph b in the general case. In what 
follows we always proceed in this manner. 

5. A FIRST COMPARISON 

Consider graph 5-a. The first stage group L 
contains Links LII-Llm. Each link Llj has 1 
access to Cj second-stage links. Assume now 
that: 

(22) 

L'1 L1-
(6) 

In graph 5-b one second-stage link has been 
assigned from L12 to Lll . We show that 5-b is 
a better graph. First assume binomial traffic 
in L2 and consider BBa b(i l }. There art~:.(~ ) 
~ly likely occupation patterns A for Ll 11 
with il busy links and we have: 

(23 ) 

where BBa,b (At) denotes the congestion when 
Ll is in state At. For all states At in which 
~oth Ll~ and L12 are either busy or 1dle there 
1S no d1fference in congestion. We group all 
other states in pairs Ap ' Aq . In A we have 
Lll idle, L12 busy and the reversePholds for 
Ag. ,The ~tates of L13-Llm in both patterns 
are 1dent1cal, and leave k links in L2 acces
sible for Xl. For Ap ' Aq we then have: 

BBa (Ap) +BBa(Aq}--BBb(Ap>-BBb(Aq)= 

cl+l+k c 2-l+k 
- y - y 

2 c 2-c l -2 
= (l-y) . (l+y+ .... +y ) 

Therefore, considering all patterns At: 

BBa(il)-BBb(il)=(1-y)2~du.YU d~~o 

which is of the required form (17) and there
fore proves superiority of graph 5-b. Continu
ing this way we see that the best graph is ob
tained when the m2 links of L2 are assigned 
evenly to the links in Ll. For example when 
n <rn, graph 6-b is superior to graph 6-a. 

(6) 
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6. COMPARISON OF G2 

The two graphs of G2 are shown in Figure 7. 
The superiority of graph 7-b has originally 
been proved by LeGall [4), who allows an arbi
trary occupancy distribution on Ll but assumes 
either binomial or Erlang distributions on the 
other groups, and by this author [5) for arbi
trary distributions. 

'FIe:.. 7 
The proof follows easily from Section 5 when we 
write: 

Ba ,b(il ,j2,j3)=Z pr(i2\ j2,j3)B;b(il ,i2 ,j3) 
~2 

where pr( i 21 j2,j3) denotes the conditional 
probability tnat i2 links are busy in the sub
group of L2 that remaini accessible to X4 on 
condition (j2,j3).and Bab (il,i2,j3) denotes the 
conditional congestions given il, j3 busy links 
in Ll,L3 and i2 busy links in the subgroup of 
L2· 

Imposing the condition j3 on the graphs of 
Figure 7 produces the sub-graphs shown in 
Figure 6 (n=m-j3). In other words, Bl b'(il ,i2,j3) 
o~ graphs 7 are id7ntical to Ba ,b l {1,i2) of 
F~gure 6. In Sect~on 5 we showed the super
iority of graph 6-b, therefore we can conclude 
that graph 7-b is superior to graph 7-a. 

7. COMPARISONS IN G3l 

Pair-wise comparison of the three graphs i~ 
G3l also leads immediately to a comparison of 
graphs 6-a and 6-b. The best graph in the 
group is shown in Figure 8 . 

r I <=re 8 

8. A SECOND BASIC COMPARISON 

We consider the graphs of Figure 9. In both 
graphs L2 consists of two subgroups, L2l and 
L22,with respectively links L2ll-L21m and 
L22l-L21m. In graph 9-a, each ink L22x has 
access to at least as many third-stage links 
as its companion L21x (dx~ 0). Suppose now 
that dl and at least one of the other et'S: is~O . 
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We reassign the dl links from L221 to L21l. We 
show that the resulting graph 9-b is superior. 

XI 

F Iq. 9 

Again, ' initially assume binomial traffic in L3. 
Note that for il=O and il=2 both graphs produce 
indistinguishable sub-graphs and there is no 
difference in congestion. The important case 
to consider thus is il=l. Let A=(al, ... ,am) 
denote an occupation pattern in L2l or L22, 
such that when au=l(O) the u~h link in the sub
group is idle (busy). Then: 

BBa (1,i2 )-BBb (1,i2 )= 

~ 2 C'4.au al·dl a2·d2+····arrAn 
1/2L Pr (A'i2) .y . (l-y ).(l-y ) 

A 

where pr(A~i2) denotes the conditional prob
ability of pattern A in L2l (L22), given i2. 
Therefore: 

BBa (i,i2) -BBb (1, i2) = (l-y) 2I. .ev·YV (l.1f~O 
v 

which is of the required format (17). There
fore we have in Figure 9: 

Ba(il,i2,i3)-Bb(il,i2,i3)~0 

In the graphs of Figure 10 we may assume 
cl~c2 ... 'cm. G~aph 10-b . can be obta~ned from 
graph 10-a by mak~ng a ser~es of reass~gnments 
discussed above. Therefore we have for Figure 
10: 

Ba(il,i2,i3)-Bb(il,i2,i3)~ 0 

1= I Gt-. 10 

9. COMPARISONS IN G32 

The five members of this group can be compared 
wi th the aid of the results of Sections 5 an::l 8. 
Fbr example, consider the graphs of Figure 11. 
Both graphs · are identical to the right of switch 
stage X4. Therefore the conditional probabil
'ities pr(cl, .. ,cmli4,iS} that in the groups 
"51"s2. .. there are cl' c2 .... swi tches X4 that re
main accessible to X6 given (i4,iS) are equal. 
The subgraphs under those conditions become 
those of Figure 10. Since graph 10-b is super
ior to graph 10-a we also conclude that graph 
ll-b is superior to graph ll-a. Graph ll-b is 
the optimum graph in G32. 
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10. COMPARISONS IN G41 

The comparisons of the six graphs of G41 lead 

immediately to comparisons of subgraphs 6-a and 

6-b. The best graph in the group is shown in 

Figure 12. 

Figure 12 

11. COMPARISONS IN G42 

The twelve graphs of these groups are easily 

compared by noting that pairs of graphs have 

identical structures ei~her to the left of 

X or to the right of X4 . Comparisons are al

W~ys reducible to the comparisons of Section 5 

or Section 8. The best graph in the group is 

shown in Figure 13. 

Figure 13 

12. COMPARISONS IN G43 

This group consists of twelve graphs and eleven 

comparisons are required to determine the 

optimum structure. Ten of these comparisons 

reduce easily to the basic comparison of Section 

8. The comparison between the optimum structure 

(Figure 14-b) and the structure of Figure 14-a 

has been made so far only for m=2 and in the 

following manner. We initially assume binomial 

traffic in L3 and in LS with link loads y and z. 

We then can show that: 

(24) 

The superiority of Figure 14-b is then proved 

by using (17)-(20) to both terms of (24). 

(6) {1'1: ~'2'; co(''37=.f~8 = m,. 

1= I&-. ,4 
13. COMPARISONS IN G44 

This group of seventeen graphs needs sixteen 

comparisons. Seven of these reduce readily to 

comparisons already discussed. The other nine 

comparisons have been made so far only for 

m=2 and involve lengthy arguments which will 

not be reproduced here. The optimum graph of 
the group is shown in Figure 15. 

~ )(s 

~": ~'1.b :'~17 -:~4f8=ty\. 
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14. CONCLUSIONS 

The investigation reported above, while not 

yet complete, strongly supports our contention 

that Takagi's rules for optimum link graphs 

remain valid for arbitrary occupancy distribu

tions on all link groups in the graphs. 
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